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Population growth,
climate change
and economic
development are some of the
causes of water problems that
continue to escalate on a global
scale. Such concerns necessarily
push us to re-evaluate the
relationship we have with water.
Water supports our wellbeing
and our lives, and represents the
foundation of human existence.
This issue will shed light on the
steps Japan is taking to protect
its safe and pure water, as well as
reporting on the support Japan is
providing overseas.
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Prime Minister's Diary

PRIME MINISTER VISITS COTE D’IVOIRE,
MOZAMBIQUE, ETHIOPIA AND OMAN

the Japan-Oman Summit Meeting

A

S a part of his “diplomacy
that takes a panoramic
perspective of the map”,
Prime Minister Abe visited
Cote d’Ivoire, Mozambique and
Ethiopia from Friday, January
10 to Tuesday, January 14, 2014
following his visit to Oman. This
visit to Africa was the first fullscale visit to Africa by a Japanese
prime minister in eight years,
fulfilling the promise of an early
visit to Africa that Prime Minister
Abe announced at the 5th Tokyo
International Conference on
African Development (TICAD V)
in June last year.
As a message to Africa as
a whole, Prime Minister Abe
delivered a policy speech titled
“Japan’s Diplomacy towards

4
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Africa: Strengthening Each
Individual, One by One” at the
headquarters of the African Union
(AU). He made an appeal for
Africa to choose Japan as its true
partner, explaining that what is
necessary for Africa is Japanese
assistance and the organizational
culture of Japanese companies
which value human resources and
place importance on the creative
ingenuity from the bottom up.
In addition, Prime Minister
Abe announced that Japan’s
diplomacy towards Africa will
focus on the empowerment of
young people and women.
“Africa has now become the
continent that carries the hopes
of the world through the latent
potential of its resources and its
dynamic economic growth.
In order to impart a lasting
force for living up to these hopes,

Prime Minister Abe with H.E. Mr. Alassane
Ouattara, President of the Republic of Cote
d'Ivoire

Above: Prime Minister Abe with H.E. Mr.
Armando Emílio Guebuza, President of the
Republic of Mozambique
Below: Prime Minister Abe with H.E. Mr. Ato
Hailemariam Dessalegn, Prime Minister of
the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia

I believe that it is important for
each individual in Africa to have
confidence in his or her own
abilities and to build up efforts
going forward, in order to forge a
future.
Today, I thus spoke about the
useful strengths that Japan and
Japanese companies enjoy, which
can help make this a reality.
I myself would like to visit
Africa multiple times as necessary,
in order to support vigorously
these efforts to bring about a
brilliant future for Africa.”
Photographs and text courtesy of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and
the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the
Government of Japan.

THE PRIME MINISTER ATTENDS THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM (DAVOS MEETING)

Prime Minister delivering a keynote speech

O

N January 22, Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe
attended the World
Economic Forum’s (WEF) Annual
Meeting (Davos Meeting), and as
Prime Minister of Japan, made the
first keynote speech at the opening
plenary session.
“Abenomics has three arrows.
The first is a bold monetary policy.
The second is about flexible
fiscal policy. And the third arrow

will continue sparking private
investment. Japan’s economy
is just about to break free from
chronic deflation. This spring,
wages will increase. Higher
wages, long overdue, will lead to
greater consumption. Our fiscal
situation has also made steady
improvement. Japan is now getting
on track for fiscal consolidation.
Pundits used to say that Japan was
at dusk, or the land of the setting
sun. They said that for a country as
mature as Japan, growth would be
impossible. These arguments were
made to sound almost legitimate.
You can see what Japan’s psyche
was like before I took office as
Prime Minister.
Hardly can you hear any such
voices now. Our growth rate has

changed dramatically, from negative
growth to positive.In six years’ time,
the Olympics and the Paralympics
will come to Tokyo. People are now
more vibrant and upbeat.
It is not twilight, but a new dawn
that is breaking over Japan.”
“Late last year, we decided to
go on major reforms. I have broken
through the notion that certain
reforms could never be carried out.”
“I have maintained that I am
willing to act like a drill bit; strong
enough to break through the solid
rock of vested interests. Soon, our
deregulation package will be set in
motion. Designated areas, on my own
watch, will cut through red tape.
There, over the next two years, no
vested interests will remain immune
from my drill.”

JAPAN-INDIA SUMMIT MEETING

O

n January 25, Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe, who
is visiting the Republic
of India, held a summit meeting
with Dr. Manmohan Singh, Prime
Minister of India.
Following the meeting, the two
leaders signed a joint statement
titled ‘’Intensifying the Strategic
and Global Partnership.’’
At the meeting, Prime Minister
Abe stressed the importance
of maintaining the freedom of
the seas and the rule of law in
the Asia-Pacific region, and in
response, Prime Minister Singh
said he welcomes that Japan-India

defense cooperation is growing
stronger.
And, Prime Minister Abe
praised the substantial progress
being made in economic relations
between Japan and India, and
expressed the view that India's
development benefits Japan, and
that in the future also, Japan
will continue to support India's
infrastructure development
and poverty reduction etc. by
utilizing ODA. Prime Minister Abe
explained that the Government
of Japan has pledged to provide
three yen loan projects (total value
approximately 200 billion yen).

the Signing Ceremony for the Japan-India
Joint Statement

Both leaders expressed
expectation that Japan's
sophisticated technologies will
continue to be utilized in India's
infrastructure development, and
in connection with that, they
shared the view that cooperation
on improving the business
environment in India in order to
expand investment from Japan
will be strengthened.
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LIVING WITH WATER

Interview:

Professor Taikan Oki

Rising to the challenges of the world’s water needs
VEENA YOSHINO

P

ROFESSOR Taikan Oki heads
the Global Hydrology and
Water Resources Engineering
lab at the University of Tokyo’s
Institute of Industrial Science. A
recognized leader in the freshwater
field, he has been the recipient of
awards both inside and outside
Japan. He is actively involved in
water resources research overseas,
beginning with field surveys
following floods in Thailand in 2011.
We spoke to Professor Oki about the
water problems facing the world and
the water situation in Japan.

6
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What are some of the major problems you see impacting global
water supplies today?
There are three main problems. The first is accessibility. There
are currently 700 million to 800 million people worldwide who
don't have access to safe drinking water. In many countries, people
have to either risk their health drinking from unclean sources
or travel long distances to obtain water with reasonable quality.
Traveling for water takes time, and when we consider that in
many parts of the world it’s seen as a woman’s task to fetch water,
with children often helping out, this affects children’s education.
So inaccessibility to water relates to many other problems, often
resulting in the hindrance of economic development.
The United Nations included a target to halve, by 2015, the
proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking
water among its Millennium Development Goals. We can see
the results: In 1990, out of the world population of 5.3 billion, 1.1
billion people did not have access to safe drinking water however,

taking into account the increased
world population of 7 billion,
there are now 700 million to 800
million people without water
access. The main points of these
international aid efforts were
the construction of wells and the
securing of more water storage
for areas with prolonged dry
seasons, and support for water
pipe construction in city centers.
City residents were also taught
maintenance procedures, which
demonstrated the significance of
providing technological support
and capacity development in
coordination with social support.
The second problem concerns
quantity of water. As rates of
economic development increase,
demand for water will increase
as well. The reason why people
lack water in some parts of the
world today isn't simply because
water distribution is imbalanced,
but rather due to a lack of good
infrastructure that allows for
a stable, accessible quantity of
water for everyone. If we examine
how Japan dealt with rising
water demand, we can look at the
Kanda and Koishikawa Rivers,
which provided water to Tokyo
in the Edo period. When the
population increased, these two
small rivers were insufficient to
meet demand, so a 40-kilometer
canal was built to tap the Tama
river. Hundreds of years later,
a larger number of artificial
reservoirs were also constructed
to meet the substantial increase
in domestic and industrial
water demands during our rapid

economic growth period. Over
time, Japanese people developed
systems that allowed for the
sustainable use of water even in
densely populated areas.
The third problem is water
degradation. We often assume
most water pollution is caused
by factories, but this isn't the
case. Ninety percent of water
used in developing countries
is in fact used in agriculture.
Furthermore, industrial, domestic
and agricultural water use – such
as waste from households and the
over use of fertilizers – lead to the
contamination of the public water
body. Water purification should be
a priority, but its expense pushes
its implementation down on the
checklist. Sewage management,
septic tank construction
and industrial wastewater
management need to be points
of focus both today and into the
future.
What can ordinary people do to
help resolve water problems?
That’s a difficult question
to answer, because a lot of the
time the most fundamental
issues can only be tackled on the
governmental level. However,
we're consumers and we ought
to put that power to better use.
For example, we can choose to
purchase products we know
have been manufactured in a
factory that’s eco-friendly or
purchase fair-trade products.
But for the public to make these
choices, industries have to
disclose their water recycling
and purification systems.

Above: Pathum Thani, near Bangkok,
during the gigantic flood in November, 2011
Below: Golombo, Mali, May 2010.

Households and regular citizens
might begin to see themselves as
concerned stakeholders and act to
reduce their ecological footprint
if environmental impact data
associated with their water usage
were publicly disclosed. I think
it’s also important to strengthen
elementary and secondary school
water education, with managing
water included as an earth science
unit that studies water as a living
part of the world.
Many people in Japan are
conscious of water conservation
in their daily lives, and the issue
is promoted on the governmental
level. However small, the
dedication of every individual
is sure to make a contribution
toward meeting the world’s water
challenges.
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Hooked on

Water

City of Kitakyushu offers technical
support for waterworks in Asia
ISAO NARUSE

T

HE City of Kitakyushu
in Fukuoka Prefecture is
tapping its long experience
in water systems management to
supply safe water to the world.
In cooperation with the Japan
International Cooperation Agency

(JICA), the city has been sharing
waterworks technology – and even
water department personnel – as
part of an initiative to improve
water standards in various
developing nations overseas.
“By enabling the supply of
safe and secure water through
improvements in the quality of

1
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local waterworks services, we
can both eliminate the toil of
manually drawing water and
curtail the spread of waterborne
infectious diseases,” says Hideo
Ishii of the overseas projects
department at the Water and
Sewer Bureau of the City of
Kitakyushu. He further notes
that a reliable water system is a
prerequisite not only for human
health and sanitation but also for
the stability and development of
local regions and industry.
The Water and Sewer Bureau of
the City of Kitakyushu has been
involved in projects in Indonesia,
Viet Nam and China, while its
most significant achievement
may be a massive waterworks
development in Cambodia’s
capital of Phnom Penh.
In 1993, after years of civil
war and military dictatorship,
a mere 25 percent of Phnom
Penh’s population was served
by the city’s waterworks, the
Phnom Penh Water Supply
Authority (PPWSA). International
support for projects, such as road
maintenance and vital water
supply pipeline reconstruction,
was initiated in this year. And
thanks to a cooperative effort
from Japan, France and other
nations around the globe, new
water purification plants and
pipelines were both constructed
and maintained.
JICA and the Japanese
government sent appeals related
to the PPWSA to several Japanese
municipalities. But as government
and public order in Cambodia

2

3

4

1 Waterworks efforts in Cambodia
2 Water supply system maintenance
training
3 People in Cambodia have increased
access to drinking water
4 Mr. Hideo Ishii, during waterworks
training in Cambodia

were unstable at the time, it was
difficult to find any municipalities
willing to dispatch personnel to
the country. Feeling that surely
someone would have to complete
the task and stirred by a sense
of duty, the City of Kitakyushu
agreed to share its expertise and
send skilled staff abroad.
The first staff member from
Kitakyushu was dispatched in
1999, with transfers to the PPWSA
lasting six months for each
employee. With the nation still in
the midst or aftermath of internal
and external wars, the early days
were fraught with danger. One
dispatched staff member even
had to flee his hotel because it
was set on fire.
While Phnom Penh was blessed
with brand new pipelines, there

was little local knowledge as to how
to maintain them. In response,
Kitakyushu’s personnel provided
guidance on maintaining water
supply facilities and water leakage
prevention.
By 2006, the percentage of
people in Phnom Penh served by
the PPWSA had risen meteorically
to 90 percent. The period of
time per day that drinkable
water was available rose from 10
hours to 24 hours – and the nonrevenue water rate (comprising
the combined total lost due to
leakage, theft, etc.) was lowered
from a high of 72 percent to less
than 8 percent, equal to that in
developed nations. The City of
Kitakyushu was awarded a medal
by the Cambodian government
for its meritorious contributions.

The project continues even
today, with one specialist still
dispatched long-term and many
more placed on a short-term
basis. In the future, Kitakyushu
plans to join together with the
international community to
supply safe water to other ASEAN
nations, including support to
Myanmar slated to launch before
the end of the 2013 fiscal year.
“As someone involved in the
water service, I want to make a
contribution to these initiatives,
while at the same time focusing
on improving the overall quality
of life from both a cultural and
hygienic standpoint,” says Ishii.
The people of Phnom Penh
will certainly appreciate his
sentiment.
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Nippon Poly-Glu:

Drinkable Water from Anywhere
MARINA TOKORO

A

N assistant brings out a tray of beakers filled
with murky, greenish liquid. “It’s water from
Hibiya Park in Tokyo,” Kanetoshi Oda, chairman
and CEO of Nippon Poly-Glu Co., Ltd., announces
confidently. He sprinkles a bit of pale, whitish powder
into one of the beakers and stirs. “The impurities you see
here are all made up of negatively charged particles that
repel one another. That’s why the contaminants remain
dispersed throughout the water. So we introduce a pinch
of PGα21Ca, which disrupts this tendency to repel.”
While Oda stirs patiently, some areas of the green
liquid begin to turn clear. After another minute,
nebulous, moss-like clumps settle to the bottom of the
beaker. Oda then pours the contents into a tall drinking
glass, the clumps captured in a filter on the way. He
takes a large gulp.
PG α21Ca is a high-polymer flocculant developed
from polyglutamic acid (PGA), an amino acid formed by
bacterial fermentation. Water-soluble, biodegradable
and edible, PGA is responsible for the stickiness of
natto, a Japanese dish made from fermented soybeans.
Added to water, it acts as a flocculant, a chemical that

10
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promotes the separation of solid particles from
a liquid. It causes the particles to form loose
aggregations, or ‘floc,’ which then settle to the
bottom.
“I’ve treated 7,000 tons of pond water in
Kumamoto Prefecture with the same process in
a single day,” Oda says. “But the effectiveness
of this substance really has to be experienced
firsthand.”
To produce potable water using PGα21Ca, the
source water must be at least clean enough to host
life. “Although PGα21Ca has been tested to catch
the most harmful impurities like arsenic and E.
coli, it’s important that people understand that
some poisons will still remain intact, no matter
how clear the water may seem,” Oda warns.
This 73-year-old inventor has now traveled
to more than 40 countries to share the benefits
of PGα21Ca. However, his inspiration lies closer
to home – in the people he saw struggling with
rationed water after the Great Hanshin-Awaji
Earthquake in 1995. “That was when I made up my
mind to start researching ways we could transform
water anywhere, even from a pond in a public

2

1

3

4

5
1
2
3
4
5

park, into a clean, reliable resource in times of need.”
Oda spent the next seven years in the lab developing
PGα21Ca.
The result has been implemented in products
such as the Poly-Glu System IDO (ido is Japanese for
‘well’), a simple yet effective water treatment plant
that operates without a power source; or the Poly-Glu
Rescue Emergency Water Treatment Kit, which requires
nothing more than a bucket, a stirring stick, a strainer
and a piece of cloth to act as a filter.
Nippon Poly-Glu now provides water treatment
assistance all around the world, from responding to
requests from the Thai government in the aftermath
of 2004’s Sumatra-Andaman Earthquake to aiding
700,000 refugees in more than 50 camps across
Somalia. Its products have also achieved commercial
success in Bangladesh, where they are sold directly
to municipalities and individual consumers, while
part-time ‘Poly-Glu Ladies’ act as local researchers,
marketers and salespeople.
Nippon Poly-Glu facilities and products require little
expert knowledge to use, and by selling directly, the
company is able to provide enough PGα21Ca to treat
1,000 liters of water for as little as $1. The company has

Locals wait to collect treated water in Somalia
Water treatment demonstration in Tanzania
Water before and after treatment in Somalia
Oda demonstrates water treatment in Bangladesh
Poly-Glu Lady training in Bangladesh

now touched as many as 70,000 individuals in
Bangladesh alone.
Nippon Poly-Glu works hand-in-hand with the
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)
in Tanzania, and has recently received assistance
from Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI). It's also working on smallscale efforts such as making inroads into small
Buddhist villages in India. In recognition of the
benefits PGα21Ca has provided both inside and
outside Japan, in October 2013 Oda was presented
with the Excellence Award at the Twelfth Japan
Innovators’ Awards, hosted by Nikkei Business
Publications.
“I was often derided for following my passions,”
Oda says. “Nonetheless, there are some problems
that need to be tackled, regardless of the
recognition or financial success you can expect
to see from their solutions. I truly believe that
small Japanese companies like ours have the
potential to become formidable forces for good.”
Oda continues to travel country to country as he
strives to create a world where people can have
access to safe, clean water wherever they live.
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1

Powering the

Water of Life

AAR Japan brings sustainable water to a vulnerable region
2

NOAM KATZ

I
1 Water management committee members and program
coordinator Rie Matsumoto instruct local
children in water facility use
2 Nadir villagers speak to program coordinator Daigo
Takagi beside a repaired water supply facility
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N a region where safe water is extremely difficult to
access, and where even aid cannot easily be provided,
there is one organization that continues to work to
protect the health and lives of the local people.
In 2011, East Africa experienced its worst drought in
60 years. At the same time, ongoing fighting in Somalia
sent refugees fleeing across the border to Kenya’s Garissa
County, an area about eight hours’ drive from the
national capital of Nairobi. In a region already struggling
with limited water resources, this created a perfect storm
for a humanitarian crisis.
Accommodating as many as 500,000 people, Garissa’s
Dadaab refugee camps are recognized by the Office of
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) as the world’s largest refugee settlement. “The

people there jokingly refer to it as
the third-largest ‘city’ in Kenya
after Nairobi and Mombasa,”
says Go Igarashi, who has made
multiple trips to the region as a
program manager for Association
for Aid and Relief, Japan (AAR
Japan), a U.N.-recognized
Japanese NGO.
Many of the refugees and their
local hosts rely on a nomadic,
pastoral economy and have little
money to purchase water from
the wells – where many pumps
are out of order to begin with – or
from trucks selling expensive
water. Meanwhile, the local
villagers’ only options for free
water include digging three to
four meters into the mud of dried,
seasonal riverbeds or embarking
on a several-kilometer trek to
the Tana River. Water collected
in such environments has a high
risk of contamination by diseases
that may cause diarrhea and other
infectious conditions. Moreover,
Igarashi was stunned to hear
villagers casually mention that
when they were children, several
of their friends were eaten by
crocodiles when they went to get
water from the river. In Garissa,
obtaining water is the work of
women and children.
In August of 2011, AAR Japan
decided to initiate humanitarian
intervention efforts in the Garissa
region, and Igarashi was one of
the first staff members involved.
A rapid decline in security a few
months later forced the staff
to relocate to the city of Kitui,
where they began constructing

a 17-km pipeline to bring water
to four different water kiosks.
Overcoming project delays and
leaking pipe joints, Igarashi says
he and his staff were “overjoyed
when the first trickle of water
sputtered and then suddenly
started flowing out from the tap.”
With the situation in Garissa
stabilized, AAR Japan returned in
February 2013. In areas such as the
village of Nadir, the organization’s
crew of two Japanese expatriates
and five local staff members
worked with Kenyan engineers
to establish water facilities both
by repairing existing wells and
digging new ones. They also
constructed a new water tower
system in the region.
Hand pumps, they discovered,
were an imperfect solution for
highly populated places such
as markets in town centers. As
simple as the pumps might have
been to install or repair, they
were easily broken, creating what
Igarashi describes as “a repeating
cycle of damaged pumps.” Other
wells utilized motorized pumps,
but these were also susceptible
to breaking down and, more
importantly, required gasoline
or diesel to operate – expensive
resources for locals.
The Kenyan government
recommended using solar panels
to power pumps that could be used
to store up to 10,000 liters of water
in a single tank. Recognizing this
model was both more sustainable
and would reduce maintenance
costs, AAR Japan adopted this
approach.

The locals are now grateful
not just for the water but also
for the time they save. Having
low-cost water close by has given
women new freedom in their daily
routines, while children who once
spent several hours a day gathering
water now have the time to attend
school and play with their friends.
AAR Japan’s work in Garissa
extends beyond the installation
and repair of water facilities.
Recognizing that resident
participation will be essential
for maintaining the function of
the water supply system, AAR
Japan assists local communities
in setting up water management
committees to educate other
locals about basic hygiene as
well as maintenance and facility
management, such as working
out procedures for collecting
the nominal fees charged to
water users for the cost of future
maintenance.
The drought may have passed,
but the specters of further droughts
and increasing water needs always
loom on the horizon. AAR Japan
is continuing its work in Garissa
to keep the water flowing for a
sustainable future.

Program manager Go Igarashi (left)
and program coordinator Juri Hiroya
provide support from AAR Japan's Tokyo
headquarters
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Waste-Free
Water Treatment
Nihon Genryo Co., Ltd.
RIEKO SUZUKI

M

ANY people around
the world rely on water
purification plants to
provide them with safe, reliable
drinking water. Filter sand, derived
from natural sand, is used in the
process of purifying water to
remove turbidity, or cloudiness,
such as suspended sludge in raw
water.
More than 80 percent of the
filter sand used in purification
plants in Japan today is provided
by Nihon Genryo Co., Ltd., helmed
by Yasuhiro Saito. The company
was founded in 1939, when it
refined sand for use in glass
production. After the Second World
War, Nihon Genryo's expertise

Mobile Siphon Tank

in sand led it to be hand-picked
to handle the reconstruction of
Japan’s heavily-damaged water
purification system. It has been
at the center of the nation’s water
filtration development ever since.
“The diameter of one particle of
filter sand is just 0.6 millimeters,”
Saito explains. “But if impurities
adhere to the surface of these
particles, they get bigger, and their
filtration capability deteriorates.
It used to be that filter sand was
changed and disposed of every
seven or eight years. But the total
amount of filter sand available
for purification is limited, and
this practice would lead to the
exhaustion of the resource. That’s
why filter sand began to be washed
and recycled. But from the 1970s,

Typhoon relief in the
Philippines
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declining raw water quality due
to pollution made it impossible
to purify water to a suitable level
using filter sand cleaned through
conventional washing methods.”
Through a process of trial and
error, Nihon Genryo developed
a filter sand cleaning machine,
dubbed the Siphon Washing
Filter Sand System, which creates
twin vertical and horizontal
vortices that cause sand particles
to knead each other in a threedimensional washing action.
This revolutionary new cleaning
technique, which relies only on
physical action, neither requires
the use of chemicals nor produces
waste like other conventional
methods of cleaning filter sand.
Developed on the principle
of singing sand, which squeaks
when walked on, the Siphon
Washing System can exfoliate
sludge without any damage to the
size of the sand grain. In addition,
because the system causes
neither crashing nor wearing of
the particles, filtration capability
is projected to be maintained
without deterioration almost
indefinitely. This technology has
received the Commendation for
Science and Technology by the
Minister of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology

(MEXT), as well as the National
Commendation for Invention and
numerous other awards, with
patents registered in 33 countries.
In 2002, Nihon Genryo
incorporated the Siphon Washing
System into its Siphon Tank
purification device, which
can produce filtered water of
consistent quality without
replacing the filter sand. This
device’s high water-volume
discharge capabilities have drawn
the attention of companies and
organizations seeking to treat
industrial wastewater, and has
made a major contribution to the
realization of non-polluting zeroemission efforts. Furthermore,
in a typical purification device,
adhered sludge is floated up and
removed from the filter sand by
spouting pure water up from the
bottom of the device in a regular
process of backwashing. Use
of the Siphon Washing System
eliminates the need for both the
water and energy required for this
backwashing process.
Developed in 2005 as a filter
sand purification device, the
Mobile Siphon Tank is a downsized
and lightened version of the
Siphon Tank. When Tomiyoshi
Water Treatment Plant in Miyazaki
Prefecture was struck by a strong
typhoon that same year, Mobile
Siphon Tanks were deployed to
provide clean drinking water to
the affected areas.
The company’s aid efforts
extend beyond the shores of
Japan: “We worked with JICA to
offer relief in the Philippines in

the wake of the recent typhoon,”
Saito says. In the aftermath of the
massive typhoon that struck in
November 2013, Mobile Siphon
Tanks provided fresh water to
as many as 20,000 people in five
villages.
In addition to the company’s
humanitarian efforts for areas
affected by disasters, orders for
Siphon series products are growing
throughout Asia. Meanwhile in
Europe, when Nihon Genryo first
exhibited at an international trade
fair in Germany in 2005, Ectron
Electronic Gmbh was so impressed
with the company’s technology
that the two companies united
in a joint project that saw Siphon
Washing Systems installed and
utilized at public swimming pools
in Germany.
Looking to the future, with
increasingly ecological approaches
demanded in the water purification
field, Saito says, “I believe that the
future holds great possibility for
the eco-friendly Siphon Washing
System.”

Siphon Tank purification device

>> TOPIC

What is Gray
Water?
Gray water comprises
rainwater and discharge water
that's recycled and reused
as general-purpose water.
Occupying the ‘gray zone’
between pure water and sewage
water, gray water is applied to
uses that don't involve direct
interaction with the human
body, such as toilet-flushing
water, firefighting water,
carwash water, cooling and air
conditioning water or sprinkling
water.
Use of gray water can have
a positive impact on water
shortage response efforts,
effluent reduction and water
conservation in rivers and
lakes, as well as reducing the
strain on water systems after
natural disasters or in times of
restricted water supply. Seeing
water as a precious metropolitan
resource, interest in gray water
continues to grow among
many municipalities and major
institutions, with it being put
to use not only in technological
marvels like the Shinkansen
bullet train but even in regular
homes, where leftover bathwater
can be reused for washing
clothes* and rainwater collected
for use in the kitchen garden.
(*Japanese people typically shower
outside the tub before getting in,
meaning bath water is almost entirely
clean after use.)
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LIVING WITH WATER

Drawing on Fuji’s
Groundwater
Environmental innovation
in Shizuoka Prefecture
1

RIE ISHIZAKI

S

PREADING out from the foot of Mount Fuji,
Shizuoka Prefecture has long been known
as a land blessed with a rich source of
groundwater. Mount Fuji is a three-layer volcanic
mountain with a top layer permeable to water
and a middle layer that isn't, meaning rain and
melted snow flow within the top layer to emerge
as groundwater at the mountain’s base below.
A natural groundwater collection system, the
mountain is sometimes called the ‘Dam of the
Heavens.’
In addition to providing water for local residents,
Mount Fuji’s springs are tapped for various
purposes including industrial and agricultural
use. To this day, many natural wells can be found
at nearby factories, farms and residences. When
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walking through towns in the vicinity of Mount Fuji,
one can hear the ubiquitous murmuring springs
that flow alongside the roads. Currently, Shizuoka
Prefecture is advancing its own unique environmental
technology to use Mount Fuji’s groundwater.
Since 2013, for the purposes of advancing its energy
conservation measures and encouraging local energy
production for local consumption, Shizuoka has been
promoting a geothermal heat exchange system that
exploits the natural energy provided by the stable
temperatures of Mount Fuji’s abundant groundwater
supply. This heat exchange system forms a heating
and cooling system that efficiently shifts from high to
low temperatures.
This undertaking makes use of the existing wells
around Mount Fuji, inserting pipes that circulate
an antifreeze solution to generate thermal energy
– used for air conditioning – from heat exchange

with groundwater. By taking advantage of the
groundwater’s minimal temperature change
throughout the seasons, the system is capable of
highly efficient heat exchange and significantly
reduces electric power consumption compared to
other systems of this type. Moreover, the use of
existing wells near Mount Fuji means no new wells
need to be dug, thus lowering costs. Groundwater
levels in areas surrounding these wells remain
unaffected since nothing but heat is extracted from
the underground resource.
Shizuoka Prefecture initially set up system models
in two locations, the sewage processing management
office of a private company in Fuji City and a
souvenir store in Fujinomiya City. The next phase
will involve the mapping of appropriate site locations
for the purpose of promoting this groundwater heat
exchange system to factories and other facilities in
the vicinity of Mount Fuji, with an eye to general
family use in the future.
According to Yasuhide Muranaka of the Shizuoka
Institute of Environment and Hygiene, “This heat
exchange system utilizing Mount Fuji’s groundwater
is particularly suited to summertime. The water
temperature in Shizuoka City, which is in the
same prefecture but further away from Mount
Fuji, fluctuates between 15 to 20 degrees and will
occasionally exceed 20 degrees. On the other hand,
the local water temperature of the region near the
foot of Mount Fuji remains stable at approximately
15 degrees throughout the year. Furthermore, the
temperature doesn’t change as the groundwater is
not diluted by river water. The region’s greatest merit
is the extreme abundance of its water.” He goes on
to recount his dream: “For the future, we hope to
create an environment where energy is produced
by existing factory wells and jointly shared by the
entire community including neighboring residences,
stores, hospitals and nursing homes.”
The numerous wells that dot the area around

2

1 Spring water running through Fuji city
2 Heat exchange water pumping well

Mount Fuji currently exist in a state of disuse, a sign
of changing times. With the introduction of this
system, there are high hopes for the advancement
of regional development that will be capable of local
energy production and consumption by taking full
advantage of the unique local conditions.
Katsuya Kubota of Shizuoka Prefecture’s
Community and Environmental Affairs Department
mentions that, “Although I’ve always recognized that
Shizuoka Prefecture is blessed with water, I never
considered water as being anything other than just
water. But seeing this new connection between the
unique properties of our groundwater and energy
production, it must be utilized as much as possible.
I believe that we should approach this from various
perspectives for the future, taking into account
environmental considerations, energy conservation
and other aspects of our abundant water supply.”
Uses for the abundant, high quality groundwater
produced by Mount Fuji have changed with the needs
of the times. But to the people who have coexisted
with this mountain in a relationship that has
remained unchanged throughout history, it continues
to be a source of enrichment for their lives.
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LIVING WITH WATER

Suntory’s
Natural Water
Sanctuary project
NURTURES the forests
of Japan
MARINA TOKORO

I

T’s impossible to make a good drink without
good water. Building off the belief that water has
always been the foundation of its business, leading
beverage maker Suntory Limited is now working to
ensure the sustainability of its primary resource by
managing forests through its Natural Water Sanctuary
project.
When Suntory founder Shinjiro Torii set out to
construct Japan’s first authentic whiskey distillery
more than 90 years ago, he started with finding the
best source of water. While many beverage producers
focus on distribution advantages when screening
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new factory locations, Torii prioritized above all the
quality of his water source. Even now, the company’s
whiskeys, beers and bottled mineral water products
continue to make use of the same high quality
groundwater. And the source of that water can be
traced back to vibrant forests.
Suntory launched its Natural Water Sanctuary
project in 2003 with the conviction that it’s the
company’s responsibility to nurture forests that not
only replenish but even increase water levels in the
aquifers upon which its factories rely. “Harmonious
coexistence with nature is at the root of our

Spring water forest

century-long business,” explains Kenji Naiki,
general manager of Suntory’s Environmental
Sustainability Strategy Department. “Looking to
the future, protecting groundwater is Suntory’s
duty.”
Now in its 11th year, the Natural Water
Sanctuary project has formed partnerships with
universities and research institutions to manage
7,600 hectares of Japanese woodland and forest
ecosystems in 17 watershed protection areas
across 13 prefectures throughout Japan.
“In the 1960s, to meet the demands of an
economy in the midst of postwar reconstruction,
many indigenous, naturally growing plant species
were replaced with conifers like the Japanese
cypress or Japanese cedar,” explains Naoki
Saegusa, head of Suntory’s watershed protection
program. “Forests became densely populated
with these artificially introduced trees. But
when the construction boom slowed, the land
was no longer maintained as conscientiously
as it previously had. Tree thinning, which is an
essential process that allows sunlight to penetrate
through the dense foliage, was frequently
neglected. Without enough sunlight nourishing
the undergrowth below, the level of water
retention in the soil began to dwindle. It came
to the point where we could no longer remain
optimistic about the future of these forests 20 to
30 years down the line.”
While the Natural Water Sanctuary project
doesn't entail corporate ownership of any of the

forests involved, Suntory has signed agreements
in 30-year increments with various reserves and
municipal offices nationwide. The designated
reserves are first marked into zones that are then
assessed by researchers, who painstakingly comb
through every square meter on foot. Indicators
such as deer population or the size of grassy areas
are considered to holistically assess the health of
each zone.
Such practices as the investigation of vegetative
growth and soil samples before planting, carefully
planned tree thinning or pruning, and the use of
airborne laser mapping systems, have contributed
to healthier habitats and supported greater
biodiversity. Despite record rainfalls in many
areas of Japan in 2013, there have been indications
that landslide rates have decreased in regions
managed by the Natural Water Sanctuary project.
Nearly 40 of the country’s most respected scholars
are actively involved in analyzing the vast
quantity of data collected at these sites, eager to
lay the groundwork for future forest management
techniques.
At the close of 2013, Suntory committed to
covering 12,000 hectares of forest by 2020, aiming
to restore twice as much groundwater to Japan’s
ecosystem as its factories consume. “It might be
difficult for city-dwellers to visit these beautiful
mountains,” Naiki says. “But if we take the time to
consider the sources of our basic daily necessities,
I think our consciousness of the environment will
begin to change for the better.”

Forest management instruction session
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Sake brewing tanks,
National Research Institute of Brewing

The National
Research
Institute of
Brewing

Cementing the
relationship between
pure water and sake
VEENA YOSHINO

I

N Japan, there's a saying that goes, “Wherever
there is fine water, there is fine sake.” And near
any Japanese wellspring or groundwater reservoir
known for its clear water, it’s a virtual certainty you'll
find a sake brewery. The future of sake production
is tied to the preservation of this sparkling natural
resource.
While sake is often referred to in English as ‘rice
wine,’ this isn't truly accurate. Wine is made through
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the fermentation of sugar from grapes, while
beer is made through the saccharification of the
starch and enzymes in malt, producing sugar
that's then fermented. Similarly, to produce
sake, rice undergoes saccharification and alcohol
fermentation at the same time. Hence, sake is
described as being brewed. Rather than being
aged like wine, most sake is best drunk young,
within a few months of purchase, just like beer.
Japan’s Jozo Shikenjo, or ‘Institute of Brewing,’
was established in Tokyo in 1904 as a national
research organization for technology related
to alcoholic beverages, aiming to improve
traditional brewing techniques through scientific
research. Since renamed the National Research
Institute of Brewing, and moved from Tokyo
to the town of Saijo in Higashihiroshima City in
1995, the institute still carries out advanced
analysis, evaluation and research of alcoholic
beverages. The institute aims to support the
sound development of Japan’s alcoholic
beverages industry as well as the suitable
and fair imposition of liquor taxes. It shares
its research results with professionals and
consumers through lectures, publications and

web sites while also hosting
contests to evaluate the quality of
alcoholic beverages.
With no less than nine sake
breweries packed into a small
area, the town of Saijo would
seem a natural choice for a sake
research institute. “The tradition
of sake production in Hiroshima
dates back to when Senzaburo
Miura developed a process for
brewing sake with the soft water
of this region,” explains Dr.
Masaki Okuda of the National
Research Institute of Brewing.
“He determined early on that
the processes of brewing with
soft and hard water were vastly
different, and he taught the
techniques he developed to the
brewing community here.”
Freshwater mineral content
varies from region to region, and
water of low mineral content
is referred to as ‘soft water’ or
nansui in Japanese. In Saijo, the
water is famous for its softness.
“It used to be that it was more

Dr. Masaki Okuda, senior researcher,
Fundamental Research Division, National
Research Institute of Brewing

difficult to make sake with
nansui,” Okuda explains. “But
the result is a very smooth sake
with a gentle aftertaste.” Soft
water sake is called onna-zake,
or ‘woman sake,’ which requires
slow fermentation over low
temperatures to produce. Sake
made from water with high
mineral content, or hard water,
is often called otoko-zake (‘man
sake’), which Okuda says is
because the microorganisms in
water become highly active in the
high-mineral environment, giving
it a harsh edge.
The mineral content of the
water used in brewing must be
carefully balanced. For example,
although a small amount of iron
is needed for microorganisms to
thrive, too much iron will change
the color of the sake and affect
its aroma. Thus, the iron content
in water used for sake must be
precisely controlled at a standard
of less than 0.02 parts per million.
Other important minerals include
magnesium and phosphorus,
which help to propagate the sake
yeast, and koji fungus that are
essential to the brewing process.
In Saijo, the water best suited
to sake brewing bubbles up from
under a single narrow street
called Sakagura-dori, or ‘Sake
Brewing Street,’ around which
all of the town’s breweries are
concentrated. These breweries can
be easily identified by their tall
brick chimneys. Tatsuto Unezaki,
secretary of communications
for the Saijo Environmental
Association for Preserving

Brick chimney, a symbol of the town of
Saijo

Mountains and Water, enjoys
taking in the historic architecture
as he walks up the lanes, tasting
samples of the groundwater
here and there. “The rainwater
that falls on Mount Ryuo travels
through the earth for 50 years
before it reaches the brewers
on this street,” he says. “We’ve
been careful to maintain Mount
Ryuo in order to protect this
water. These sake breweries are
no more than 300 meters from
that mountain, all side-by-side in
this small area, all specializing
in their own unique sake. I find
it fascinating that the source of
their water, Mount Ryuo, is right
within walking distance. From
a small rise of land, you can see
the mountain that provides their
water, the shrine dedicated to a
god of sake brewing and the red
brick chimneys of the breweries.
You can observe the process
of sake-making unfold just by
standing here.”
You certainly can – and you can
almost taste the aroma.
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STUDENT'S CORNER

Setsubun
SELENA HOY

ONI wa soto! Fuku wa uchi!”
(“Evil spirits out! Good luck in!”)
If you’re strolling through a neighborhood in Japan
in early February, you may hear this chant issuing from
the doorways and windows of houses as you pass. Be
careful — you might get hit by a handful of flying beans!
This is Setsubun, the last day of winter in the
traditional Chinese calender, which is celebrated on
February third each year. On this day, people perform a
cleansing ceremony to drive out the bad and welcome
in the good by flinging beans out the windows and
doors to ward off evil spirits or oni. A colorful mask
is sometimes worn by the oldest male member of the
household, who plays the role of the evil spirit. He tries
to enter the house while the other family members
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throw beans at him to drive him away,
shouting, “Evil spirits out! Good luck in!” It’s
important to throw the beans hard! In addition
to being pelted, the pitter-patter sound of the
beans meeting their target should scare other
evil spirits away. Though it’s customary to
use roasted soybeans, some people now use
roasted peanuts instead.
Many people visit their local shrine or
temple on this day. There, the resident priests
stand on a dais and throw beans out to the
crowd, often mixed with chocolate, money
and other prizes. People throng in front in the
hope of getting a lucky catch, and everyone
scrambles to grab something.
It’s also traditional to eat one bean for each
year of your life. This practice is supposed to

節分
give you luck and keep you from catching a
cold. To make this as tasty as possible, stores
sell flavored and sugared beans for this special
occasion.
As you'll probably still be hungry after eating
only a small handful of dried beans, you might
want to try eho-maki or a ‘lucky-direction roll.’
Eho-maki is a long, uncut sushi roll, and the
tradition of eating one on Setsubun is said to
originate from the Osaka area. This sushi roll
contains seven ingredients and can include
thinly sliced cucumber, shiitake mushrooms,
egg, salmon and more. Not only is the lucky
number seven a key to making the roll but it
must be eaten facing a lucky direction, which
changes every year according to the Chinese
zodiac. The lucky direction for 2014 is east-

northeast and 2015 will be west-southwest. Some
people make eho-maki at home, but nowadays special
rolls are also sold at supermarkets and convenience
stores. In the past, people in Japan also used to ward
off evil spirits by eating sardines or burning them
outside their doors, but they don’t do that much any
more.
So next February why not try throwing some beans,
eating some eho-maki and getting into the Setsubun
spirit?
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The Science of Sleep
Professor Masashi Yanagisawa
directs the International Institute
for Integrative Sleep Medicine

MARTIN LEROUX

T
Professor
Masashi
Yanagisawa
Director of the
International
Institute for
Integrative Sleep
Medicine (WPIIIIS)
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HE necessity of sleep is a unifying
factor: every existing individual
requires a certain amount of it.
Yet changes in our lifestyle have
brought with them a rise in sleep disorder,
posing a threat to productivity in society.
Sleep disorder has been linked to various
mental conditions and lifestyle diseases,
giving greater cause for worry. What was
once an essential regimen appears to have
become more of a privilege amid escalating
pressures of life in the
21st century.
So how can we regulate sleep? And
why is it necessary in the first place? The
answers to these questions are surprisingly
still unknown. “There are lots of mysteries
regarding sleep,” states Professor Masashi
Yanagisawa, MD, PhD. “In sleep, you lose
consciousness and become vulnerable
to danger. That should pose a major
evolutionary risk, yet all mammalian species
sleep. This means that sleeping has to have
great benefits that surpass those risks.”
Yanagisawa directs the University of
Tsukuba’s World Premier International
Research Center Initiative International
Institute for Integrative Sleep Medicine
(WPI-IIIS), a world-class collective of
scientists from various fields that studies
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the neurobiology of sleep, aiming to better
understand sleep mechanics in order to cure
sleep disturbances and related disorders.
The WPI-IIIS was launched following the
discovery of the correlation between sleep
and orexin, a chemical in the brain that
manages wakefulness. Orexin functions as a
wake-inducing substance, the lack of which
causes a difficulty in keeping oneself awake.
The conventional sleep process involves
transitioning from wakefulness into nonREM sleep, the obligatory initial stage of
sleep. This leads to REM sleep, a deeper state
of physical rest where the body muscles
remain flaccid to prevent the physical
enacting of dreams.
In his earlier research, Yanagisawa
discovered that orexin deficiency
caused mice to instantly transition from
consciousness to REM sleep, completely
skipping the primary non-REM stage.
“We observed bizarre behavior in
laboratory mice, where they would run
around and suddenly just collapse – as if
dead – and then run around again a minute
later. We concluded that these mice suffered
from narcolepsy.”
Narcolepsy is a sleep disorder stemming
from abnormal sleep-wake transitions,
manifesting in humans as either chronic
fatigue and sleepiness during the day due
to irregular sleep regulation; or cataplexy,
a condition where the patient maintains

Investigating candidate substances for pharmaceutical applications

consciousness but loses control of muscles,
usually triggered by surges of positive
emotion like laughing.
“Researchers learned that more than 95
percent of human narcolepsy patients are
orexin-deficient,” Yanagisawa explains. “If
we can somehow replace orexin, it will be
fundamentally cured. Unfortunately, orexin
has to be delivered directly into the brain,
which is difficult to do. What we need here is
an orexin receptor agonist – a drug that can
mimic the functions of orexin receptor – to
wake a person up in a completely natural
way. That’s what we’re aiming to make.”
The development of an orexin receptor
agonist would aid in sleep regulation and
could treat various physical and mental
conditions stemming from sleep disorder
such as depression, obesity and metabolic
syndrome.
On the other hand, orexin antagonists –
drugs that block the effects of orexin – would

make one sleepier. While current commercial drugs are
merely sedative, orexin antagonists induce a natural state of
sleep that would remedy everything from depression to jet
lag – and they could be hitting the market soon.
“Orexin antagonists are on the verge of being approved
as sleeping medication by around June or July this year,”
says Yanagisawa. “So it’s a very exciting time.” It seems we
may well indeed be on the cusp of unraveling the mysteries
of the science of sleep.

Mouse sleep measurement
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Kazuki Yamada

changing
shape of
music
LUCA MAJERO
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1

M

USIC is a language,
with its alphabet
in notation, its
grammar in rhythm
and the scales, and its slang in
the interpretation of the player.
It's spoken in dialects from
rock and pop to classical, jazz,
blues and hip-hop. Every time a
multifaceted array of instruments
plays in concert, we can appreciate
the incredible work that goes
into bringing such unique and
disparate elements together to
speak in a single voice of harmony.
As principal guest conductor of
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
in Geneva, Switzerland, Kazuki
Yamada naturally knows all of
this. He secured the position after
a sensational 2010 debut, one of
his first appearances in Europe. He
is also the principal conductor of
the Japan Philharmonic Orchestra
and conductor in residence for the
Tokyo Philharmonic Chorus. In
addition to the impressive list of
prizes he has won and soloists with
whom he has worked, Yamada
has appeared with orchestras in
France, Germany, Russia, Austria,
the Czech Republic and the U.K.,
among others.
Born in Kanagawa Prefecture
in 1979, Yamada began playing
the piano at an early age. After
a few dissatisfying experiments
with the trumpet, percussion,
the viola and the clarinet, he
returned to the piano and entered
Tokyo University of the Arts,
where he graduated from the
conducting course in 2001. While
there, he formed the Yokohama

PHOTO BY MARCO BORGGREVE

Sinfonietta, conducting all nine
of Beethoven’s symphonies at
the age of 22. Now a husband
and father, he lives in Berlin but
frequently travels to Geneva,
Monte Carlo and Japan.
How does he keep up? “I often
wake up and don’t know precisely
where I am or which day it is,”
Yamada says.
The hardest part of moving
around so much, he says, is
getting to know his players.
“Almost every orchestra I play
with is new, and I need to have
all of the players united with
my vision to follow my lead. The
most stressful time is always
before the first rehearsal. After
that, we get to know each other
and things get better, but it’s
not easy.”
Yamada’s conducting style
has a defined character, relying
not on aggressive or flourished
movements, but on fluidity and
a sense of grace. “I try to find
a specific interpretation, the
drama in the composition. I think
musical pieces have stories to tell,
and my effort is always directed
toward getting this story out. I
like lyrical music — cantabile — so
this is what I try to aim for.” He
says his dream is to become an
opera conductor.

Having achieved so much so
early in life, Yamada is conscious
of the challenges that lie ahead.
“When you begin as a winner,
everyone always expects something better. There’s a lot of
pressure. Just being good isn’t
enough anymore.”
How does he get by working
with people of so many varied
nationalities? “I usually speak to
everyone in English,” he says, “but
my language skills are poor. And
in Germany I use German, while
in Geneva I need to use French.”
And of course, most music scores
are in Italian. But the key isn’t
language – it’s the enthusiasm for
communication.
Yamada doesn’t seem to think
his multinational career is as fastpaced as life in Japan, however:
“Living in Japan is different from
being abroad,” he says. “Japan is
a very busy country, so there are
many shops open all night and
quite a few comforts available
24/7. Abroad, there may not be
convenience stores, but life is
conducted at a more leisurely pace.”
With his talent for communication and passion for the art, Yamada
will surely be regaling us with
many more musical stories for
years to come.
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Kumamoto
Castle walls rise above
clear waters
MIKE KANERT

K

UMAMOTO
Prefecture is
located at the
heart of Kyushu,
the southernmost of
Japan’s four main islands.
Home to Mount Aso, one
of Japan’s foremost active
volcanoes, the prefecture
supports no less than 1,412
hot spring sources, while
plentiful forest cover ensures
groundwater is so abundant
that Kumamoto City can
offer natural mineral water
straight out of the tap.
The signature sight in
Kumamoto City is the high
walls of Kumamoto Castle,

which rise majestically
beyond the city’s downtown
shopping arcades. Considered
one of Japan’s three premier
castles, construction of
Kumamoto Castle lasted
seven years from 1601-1607,
with extensive fortifications
that incorporate a natural
river among its moats and
formidable mushagaeshi
walls that grow steeper as
they climb. The castle’s main
towers burned down for
reasons unknown in 1877,
but the mighty stone walls
still held strong when the
forces of the Kagoshimabased Satsuma Rebellion
arrived just three days
after the fire. While the

Kumamoto Castle

current main towers are 1960
reconstructions, 13 original
structures remain, including
an imposing array of wooden
turrets that are designated
Important Cultural Properties.
Fourteen minutes southeast of the castle by city
tram, Suizenji Jojuen Garden
— more commonly known as
Suizenji Park — represents
the only traditional Japanesestyle garden in Kumamoto
City. Founded in 1636 as a
private retreat for Tadatoshi
Hosokawa, lord of Kumamoto
Castle and late-life patron of
the legendary swordsman
Musashi Miyamoto, the
garden features an artificial
hill constructed in imitation

Suizenji Jojuen Garden

Open-air bath at Satonoyu
Waraku in Kurokawa Spa

Shimenawa sacred straw rope at Izumi
Shrine, Suizenji Jojuen Garden

Cave hot spring bath at
Yamanoyado Shinmeikan
in Kurokawa Spa

of Mount Fuji and a crystalclear, spring-fed pond believed
to represent Lake Biwa in Shiga
Prefecture. The circular garden
path is said to lead visitors
through a recreation of the 53
Stations of the Tokaido, the
historic road linking Tokyo to
Kyoto. While Suizenji Temple,
from which the site took its name,
has long since disappeared, this
traditional location still attracts
reminiscent visitors clad in
kimono, while the timely tourist
might spot a wedding being
officiated at Izumi Shrine.
Roughly an hour and a half
from Kumamoto City by car,
Kurokawa Spa, or onsen, lies
in the northeast of Kumamoto
Prefecture. Each of the area’s 28

hotels features an open-air bath,
or rotenburo, fed by a different
water source. And the varying
mineral content has fascinating
effects on the hot spring water.
“There are places with white
water, clear water, even green
water,” explains Nozomu Shiga,
director of the Kurokawa Onsen
Tourist Inn Association.
While Kurokawa’s fame dates
back to the Edo period, it was
in the late 1970s that the local
hotels each determined to offer
a unique bathing experience.
Poring over the brochure offered
at the Kurokawa Spa Hotel Visitor
Center, Shiga animatedly points
out open-air baths distinguished
by their splendid exterior views,
their integration with rivers,

Kumamoto

Tadatoshi Hosokawa
statue at Suizenji
Jojuen Garden

trees or rock formations, or by
their sheer size – and even a
mixed bath carved out of a cave.
To let visitors get the most out
of the region’s hot spring variety,
the Tourist Inn Association offers
an ‘onsen-hopping pass’ — a
bathing stamp card made out of a
circular slice of cedar — which is
valid for entry to three different
spas at a reduced price. With an
increasing number of foreign
visitors, the Hotel Association
now lists the many local hotels
that offer services in English and
Korean on its website.
Massive castles, pleasant
gardens and unique hot spring
experiences – whatever you
choose to see in Kumamoto, you
won’t be disappointed!
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Kyoto
Behind the temples, the
soft rustle of silk
SELENA HOY

K

YOTO doesn’t shout;
she whispers. A city
of elegance and
refinement, a soft
rustle of silk and the shushing
sound of gravel being raked
are to Kyoto as neon lights
and skyscrapers are to Tokyo.
Kyoto was Japan’s historical
capital for more than 1,000
years, and in addition to its
more than 2,000 temples and
shrines, it has a long history as
a merchant hub and heartland
for many traditional artisans
and craftspeople.
Tucked into Kyoto’s northwestern corner, Ryoanji is
home to the most celebrated

Zen rock garden in Japan.
Within these serene temple
grounds stands Seigenin,
a shojin ryori restaurant
famous for its seven-herb
simmered tofu, or nanakusa
yudofu. Shojin ryori, or
Buddhist vegetarian food, is
known for its simplicity and
seasonality, and is said to
promote a long life and clear
mind.
Proprietress Yuko Hasegawa
consulted with the temple’s
head monk to open the
restaurant at Seigenin 55
years ago, when the sight of
the temple’s many tourists
led her to think they might
like a place to relax and
reflect. Nowadays, people

Kyoto

Maiko

come from far and wide to
appreciate the restaurant’s
exquisite vegetarian cooking
while seated on a tatamimatted dining room floor
that offers a stunning view of
the gardens.
Back toward the city
center is the Nishijin Textile
Center, the modern face of
a textile association dating
back to the 19th century.
Here visitors can watch handweaving demonstrations,
see a kimono fashion show
and browse through brilliant
piles of sumptuous garments
and woven fabrics. This is a
cloth lover's paradise!
Visitors can also try
on a kimono themselves,

Veteran sweets maker Masahiko Mizue
shapes an dough

Zen rock garden

Kyogashi

choosing from a wedding
costume, a maiko (a kind of
junior geisha) -style ensemble,
or even robes worn in the old
imperial household. The dressing
process may seem daunting for
the uninitiated but under the
expert ministrations of veteran
kimono instructors, you can be
trussed, wound, decorated and
made up to perfection. Kazuko
Ishida, resident kimono research
chief, says she particularly enjoys
matching the right kimono to
each person. “It’s not difficult,
but every face is different,”
she says. “It’s fun to see what
emerges.”
Of course, you can’t leave
Kyoto without a souvenir.
Enter the world of Kyogashi,

Matcha at Tsuruya Yoshinobu

or Kyoto-style Japanese sweets,
which are famously purveyed
by Tsuruya Yoshinobu among
others. Founded in 1803, this
venerable shop creates many
stunning seasonal confections,
each one a work of art. “It takes
more than ten years to learn the
art of confectionary making,”
says Masahiko Mizue, an expert
artisan with over 30 years under
his belt.
The shop’s creations are
generally based on an, a sweet
bean paste usually made from
azuki beans or white beans.
General manager Shigeo Fusho
recommends trying yūmochi,
one of the shop’s most popular
sellers and his personal favorite.
This yuzu-flavored pounded rice

Seigenin's famous sevenherb tofu hot pot

treat has a delicate aroma and
a pleasing chewy texture that
never goes out of style.
Guests who want to do more
than just buy sweets can try
the upstairs tea room, where
they can see namagashi (fresh
sweets) being made. After the
demonstration, customers can
enjoy their treat with a bowl of
frothy matcha, smooth yet bitter
green tea that forms a perfect foil
to the earthy sweet flavor of the
confection.
Kyoto may dazzle with her
temples and shrines, but she
also has secret nuances like
shojin ryori, kimono-wearing
and Kyogashi awaiting those
who take the time to listen to her
murmurs.
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Fugu-sashi

ugu-sashi, or pufferfish sashimi, is famous
as a high-class dish in Japan. Using
exceptionally thin blades called fugu hiki, only
trained and licensed chefs are permitted to
separate the fugu’s poisonous organs from its
delicate white meat. The translucent slices are
then artistically arranged, often complementing

the pattern of the underlying plate with a
circular presentation, like that of a blooming
flower. Some restaurants specializing in fugusashi only serve the dish from October to March,
when the fugu fatten up to survive the cold
winter months. Be sure to try this delicacy in
season to enjoy it at its best!
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